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INTRODUCTION

Foreword
Dear Guests, 

Whether we are still asleep in the wee hours of 
the morning, sheltering from the heat of the 
afternoon sun, or enjoying the darkness of the 
night, we have our transport heroes to keep us 
moving.

To the bus and train captains, cab drivers, 
private hire driver- partners, timekeepers, 
station masters and assistants, not to mention 
the technicians, mechanics, engineers and 
customer services officers, all of you have been 
hard at work in making sure that everyone in 
Singapore is efficiently served. For that, you 
deserve a salute and our sincere thanks!

In the 22 years of the National Kindness Award 
(Transport Gold), we have recognized 6,384 
winners. Today, we add another 568 Transport 
Gold Award and 7 Caring Commuter Award 
winners to that list! I want to offer my heartiest 
congratulations to all for your relentless efforts 
and contributions toward creating a kinder and 
more caring commuting experience.

MS JUNIE FOO
CHAIRPERSON
SINGAPORE KINDNESS MOVEMENT

You are an example for all of us to follow and I 
encourage you to continue doing so! 

The past two years have not been easy. And 
we face continual challenges as we transit 
towards a COVID-resilient nation. We at the 
Singapore Kindness Movement are committed 
to inspire each and everyone around us to be 
greater. And with the belief in kindness and the 
continual support from each other, I believe we 
can overcome as one.

It takes a community to encourage us in 
our personal kindness journeys. But we also 
mustn’t forget that our individual actions grow 
the bonds that tie us together.

A kinder you, A stronger us.
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INTRODUCTION

About 
The National Kindness 
Award – Transport Gold

In its 22nd year running, The National 
Kindness Award – Transport Gold 
recognises service staff in the Transport 
Industry who have displayed exemplary 
service and gracious behaviour in the 
course of their work.  This award inspires the 
recipients to continue to shine and influence 
their colleagues in contributing to a more 
pleasant and gracious society.  

To recognise and honour transport 
workers who have gone the extra mile to 
help others 

To encourage the public transport service 
providers to recognise employees who 
have gone the extra mile to help others 

To motivate and promote kind behaviour 
in the public transport sector

The Caring Commuter Award recognises 
public transport commuters who have 
demonstrated acts of care to others in need 
during their daily commute on public transport. 
The 2021 Caring Commuter Award is jointly 
launched by the Caring SG Commuters 
Committee and the Singapore Kindness 
Movement, and is also part of the Caring SG 
Commuters Movement.

Objectives

About The 
Caring Commuter Award
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The Transport Gold Award started in 1999 
as a fringe event alongside the National 
Courtesy Campaign. It awarded courteous 
staff within the public transport service 
sector and formed a platform for the entire 
transport service to launch a courtesy 
programme within the sector.

In 2003, the Singapore Kindness Movement 
(SKM), Land Transport Authority (LTA) and 
Traffic Police, together with all the public 
transport companies and associations, 
organised The National Courtesy Award – 
Transport Gold. 

In 2012, the committee renamed the 
Award to The National Kindness Award – 
Transport Gold.

In 2019, the Public Transport Council 
and the Singapore Kindness Movement 
jointly launched the Caring Commuter 
Award category, which is the first category 
dedicated to commuters. 

1999

2003

2012

2019

History & Background
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AWARD WINNERS

If others didn’t know better, it could have been 
a scene from the movies.

A cabby was refuelling his taxi at the kiosk 
when it suddenly began to roll backwards. 
He shouted for help, and full-time cashier, 
Ms Zuraidah Binte Ghani, who was on duty, 
immediately rushed to his aid. She managed 
to open the taxi door, engage the hand brake, 
and bring the taxi to a halt.

Her swift action not only saved the cabby from 
potential injury, but also prevented the taxi 
from hurting others and damaging property. 
Her ability to respond fast is also why she was 
able to learn the new pump system at CDGE’s 
Pandan Self-Service Fuel Kiosk, which started 
in April 2021.

Zuraidah Binte Ghani
CASHIER, 
COMFORTDELGRO ENGINEERING PTE LTD

Ms Zuraidah was undaunted by the new 
self-help system. She quickly mastered the 
processes and was able to guide her fellow 
colleagues and cabbies whenever they did not 
know what to do.

Well done, Ms Zuraidah!
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CABBY, 
COMFORTDELGRO TAXI

Cabby Lam Tze Yuen is always ready to lend a 
helping hand, even if it is at his own expense.
It was raining heavily on New Year’s Day when 
Cabby Lam stopped to pick up his passengers. 
He could have easily stayed in his taxi to avoid 
getting drenched but instead he got out to 
open the door for the passengers.

Impressed, one of them wrote in to praise 
Cabby Lam. He said: “The cabby not only 
opened the door for us in the rain, but 
also made sure to ask if the climate control 
settings were comfortable for us, confirmed 
our preferred route, and thanked us for being 
patient due to heavy traffic. Cabby Lam should 
be the benchmark for all drivers in making the 
customer feel comfortable throughout 
the journey.”

Lam Tze Yuen

On another occasion, Cabby Lam picked up 
a couple and noticed the husband walking 
with some difficulty. Cabby Lam immediately 
offered to assist the passenger, but he declined 
and managed to board the taxi on his own.

During the journey, Cabby Lam gave the 
couple a sweet each. At the destination, Cabby 
Lam did not hesitate and immediately got out 
of his taxi to offer the husband a shoulder he 
could hold on to as he got out of the taxi.

The couple was so moved that the wife later 
called in to commend Cabby Lam. She said: 
“We’re very thankful to have met someone like 
Cabby Lam who went above and beyond to 
provide good service!”
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Time is of essence for cabbies especially in 
times like these.

So when Cabby Lee Chin Kok realised he was 
given the wrong pick-up address, the natural 
thing would be to cancel the booking job and 
go on to the next fare.

But, he didn’t. Instead, Cabby Lee decided 
he would honour the booking, and told the 
passenger to wait while he drove 15-minutes 
to her actual pick-up point. He even politely 
declined the extra fare that she offered to 
pay him.

The grateful passenger said: “Mr Lee was very 
courteous and patient and even called me 
twice to confirm the correct pick-up address. 
I am really thankful to have met him and I am 
very impressed with his good attitude.”

In another incident, Cabby Lee had picked 
up a mother and her toddler when halfway 
through the trip, the toddler vomited in his 
taxi. Instead of getting annoyed, Cabby Lee 
showed concern for the toddler, offering 
tissues to the mother to clean up the toddler 
first instead of his taxi.

Touched, the passenger later wrote in 
to praise Cabby Lee: “I was pleasantly 
surprised by Cabby Lee. Not only did he not 
flare up at my daughter for dirtying his cab, 
but he also refused reimbursement for the 
inconvenience caused. 

Thank you, Mr Lee. You have proven that 
there are really sincere and kind souls still 
around in this world!”

Lee Chin Kok
CABBY, 
COMFORTDELGRO TAXI
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The COVID-19 pandemic had sent shockwaves 
throughout the world and changed the way 
we lived, worked and play. Mask-wearing has 
become the new norm.

When mask-wearing became the new norm, 
Cabby Ong Swee Ker made effort to stock up 
masks in his taxi for passengers, should they 
ever need one.

On one occasion, a passenger had forgotten 
to wear a mask when he left home, but only 
realised it at the pick-up point when Cabby 
Ong had arrived. The passenger had initially 
wanted to head back home to retrieve his mask 
but Cabby Ong kindly offered him one, and 
even gave him extras in a Ziploc bag when they 
reached the destination. The passenger was 
so touched by the gesture that he called the 
hotline to commend Cabby Ong.

Cabby Ong’s generosity did not stop here.
On 19 May 2021, after hearing from a 
passenger that he would be celebrating Hari 
Raya Puasa with his family and friends, Cabby 
Ong gifted the passenger a box of 50 masks!
The passenger said: “I would like to commend 
Cabby Ong’s hospitality. I am truly honoured by 
his kindness. Those masks mean a lot to me in 
this COVID-19 situation. As a retail personnel, 
I was trained in customer service and Cabby 
Ong is truly dedicated to his customers.”

Ong Swee Ker
CABBY, 
COMFORTDELGRO TAXI
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Empathetic and generous - these are traits 
that have made Cabby Patrick Boh one of 
the winners in the Outstanding Award (Taxi 
Operations) category at this year’s National 
Kindness Award-Transport Gold.

On one particular trip on 3 June 2021, Cabby 
Boh noticed that his passenger was visibly 
worried and asked her why. She shared that 
she had called her Mum 15 times but to no 
avail. She then asked Cabby Boh if he could 
accompany her to check on her Mum, and 
he agreed.

Cabby Boh followed the passenger to her 
home where they found her Mum sitting 
outside the toilet floor. She had fallen down 
and was too weak to help herself up. With 
Cabby Boh’s help, the passenger managed to 
help her Mum to the sofa. He made sure they 
were both alright before he left.

Patrick Boh Choun Bong

The passenger later wrote in to the Company 
to thank Cabby Boh. She said: “Cabby Boh is 
helpful and nice. I really appreciate his help as I 
do not have the strength to carry my Mum 
by myself.”

On another occasion, Cabby Boh extended his 
assistance to a passenger who had left a shoe 
bag in his taxi. Although the passenger was 
willing to pay the fare, Cabby Boh made the 
trip to return the shoe bag at no 
additional cost.

Said Cabby Boh: “It takes very little to make 
another trip back so no point charging him 
extra, more importantly is that I return the shoe 
bag to the rightful owner.”

CABBY, 
COMFORTDELGRO TAXI
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Senior Customer Service Officer Ms Yu Ying 
has consistently been a frontrunner in the 
delivery of service excellence. She is a multiple 
award winner, accumulating accolades every 
year. A commuter, Ms Addilahwati, praised 
her for her initiative, efficiency and genuine 
inclination towards customer service. Ms 
Addilahwati left one side of her AirPods on 
the bus as it was wedged between two seats 
and she was unable to retrieve it. Forgetting to 
look at the bus plate or inform the bus captain, 
she alighted and only contacted the customer 
service team later that day. After recording her 
EZ link card number and relevant details, Ms Yu 
Ying sprang into action to locate the AirPods. 
To the commuter’s surprise it was swiftly found 
and she was ecstatic to collect it that very 
evening from Ms Yu Ying herself.

Ms Yu Ying is passionate about her job 
and delivers service from the heart. 
Often commended by commuters for her 
attentiveness and performing beyond the 
call of duty to ease commuters’ concerns, 
providing support wherever possible. A 
second commuter, Mr Theophillus Mah, was 
exceptionally impressed with her customer-
centric focus and how she went out of her way 
to proactively assist in resolving his concerns. 
Seeing that he looked lost, she approached 
him to offer help and ensured to personally 
direct him to the correct person to handover a 
lost item that he had found.

Tay Yu Ying
SENIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE OFFICER,
GO AHEAD SINGAPORE PTE LTD
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A life saver! This is one of the roles that Mr Teo 
Chye Leong assumes in his job as a Deputy 
Station Manager at the Jalan Besar MRT 
Station. In February 2021, he was alerted by the 
Operations Control Centre to an emergency 
in the train that was approaching his station. A 
38-year-old migrant worker was suspected of 
having a cardiac arrest on board. 
 
As soon as Mr Chye Leong learnt about it, he 
rushed to the platform with a wheelchair ready 
to receive and assist the man once his train 
arrived at the station.  

At the station, three passengers onboard 
helped to carry the unconscious man onto 
the wheelchair while Mr Chye Leong wheeled 
him out of the train. He checked for the man’s 
pulse and discovered that the passenger had 
stopped breathing. Wasting no time, he gently 
laid the man on the ground and promptly 
proceeded to perform CPR with the hope of 
reviving him.  

Teo Chye Leong
(Zhang Cailiang)

About 10 minutes into the CPR, the man 
remained unresponsive. Another passenger 
who was trained in CPR took over the 
resuscitation efforts while Mr Chye Leong 
bolted to retrieve the AED device in the 
station. He was determined to try to save the 
man’s life.  

Soon after, the paramedics arrived and 
conveyed the man, who had been successfully 
revived by then, to the hospital.  

Mr Chye Leong’s kindness in caring for the man 
did not just stop there. After his shift ended for 
the day, he contacted the paramedics to check 
on the man’s condition. For Mr Chye Leong, 
this was one of those days that he had made 
a big difference not just to the passenger but 
also to his family too. This is kindness in action. 

DEPUTY STATION MANAGER, 
SBS TRANSIT DTL PTE LTD
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A Train Captain plays an integral part in 
ensuring the safety and comfort of all 
commuters on board the train and responding 
to any emergency situations that arise.

Mr Arulraj A/L Manickam’s excellence in service 
was demonstrated in the way he attended to 
commuters’ needs during an extended train 
delay last year (2020). Due to a power fault, 
the train he was driving stopped between two 
stations.

Mr Arulraj sprang into action to calm down 
commuters onboard, reassuring them 
that they were safe, and looking out for 
anyone adversely affected. He noticed a 
mother with an infant who looked unwell. 
Mr Arulraj immediately sought permission 
from Operations Control Centre to open the 
detrainment ramp door to provide a better 
flow of fresh air for the infant. Thereafter, he 
continued to check on the infant regularly. The 
infant was fine and the mother expressed her 
gratitude for Mr Arulraj’s actions and concern.

Arulraj A/L Manickam

During the same incident, Mr Arulraj 
also displayed great compassion and 
observed safety standards when commuters 
disembarked to walk on the tracks to the 
nearest station. He held the arm of a pregnant 
mother and carried her 3-year-old child to 
keep them safe while they were walking to the 
station.

While on duty, Mr Arulraj also looks out for 
lost-and-found items passengers may have 
left on the trains. He has found and returned 
multiple valuable items such as laptops, EZ-link 
cards with monetary value, and wallets.

His selfless actions and integrity have earned 
him much praise and gratitude from the 
commuters. 

TRAIN CAPTAIN,  
SMRT TRAINS LTD
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Mr Chua’s keen observation skill keeps him 
alert in identifying passengers who may require 
a helping hand.

In March 2021, Mr Chua encountered a medical 
emergency at Woodlands MRT Station and his 
quick thinking resulted in him saving the life of 
a commuter with special needs.

He was at the Passenger Service Centre 
(PSC) and noticed a regular commuter trying 
to manage her special needs son, who was 
experiencing an episode and lay on the 
floor. In the next moment, the special needs 
commuter was motionless. Going to his help, 
Mr Chua checked and could not find a pulse on 
the special needs commuter. He immediately 
called for an ambulance, rendered CPR and 
used the Automated External Defibrillator 
(AED) on the unconscious commuter, who 
started breathing again before the paramedics 
arrived.

Chua Joo Chai, Andrew

Several days later, Mr Chua also contacted the 
mother to check on their well-being and learnt 
that she was unaware of which hospital her son 
had been taken to. He proactively checked 
on the son’s whereabouts and provided the 
mother with the hospital details. These efforts 
helped to reunite the mother and son.

Mr Chua also received compliments from the 
grateful family of an elderly mother he helped 
at the station. He had found her sitting on the 
station floor as she was feeling too weak to 
walk. Without hesitation, he carried the lady 
onto a wheelchair, wheeled her to the taxi 
stand and helped settle her in the taxi to go 
home safely.

Mr Chua is motivated to be kind and make a 
positive impact on someone’s life daily.

STATION MANAGER,
SMRT TRAINS LTD
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Bravery and integrity empower you to deliver 
service from the heart, and this has been true 
for Mr Muhammad Noh.

In August 2020, he attended to Mr Tham, 
an unwell commuter at Tanah Merah MRT 
station. Mr Tham was given a chair to rest 
but lost consciousness soon after. Remaining 
composed, he called SCDF and monitored the 
commuter’s pulse.

Attentive by nature, he transferred Mr Tham 
to a wheelchair and moved him to an area 
with more fresh air, to help him breathe better. 
Mr Muhammad Noh ensured Mr Tham’s 
safety and comfort by remaining with him 
until the paramedics arrived. He checked the 
commuter’s pulse regularly and tried to engage 
him in conversation to keep him awake.

Muhammad Noh 
Bin Abdul Sukor

He encountered another emergency in 
November 2020 - a worried commuter 
approached the Passenger Service Centre 
for help after his infant suffered a seizure. 
Noticing the infant’s pale face and blue lips, 
Mr Muhammed Noh checked her pulse and 
activated SCDF immediately.

While waiting for SCDF to arrive, he carried 
the infant face down to increase oxygen flow. 
The action revived the baby who soon started 
crying. Mr Muhammad Noh also comforted the 
infant’s father as he empathised with the fear 
that the man must have experienced.

Mr Muhammad Noh always exceeds 
commuters’ expectations by serving them with 
kindness, empathy, and professionalism.

STATION MANAGER,
SMRT TRAINS LTD
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When it comes to extending a helping hand to 
someone in need, Mr Muliady never hesitates.

He displayed his extra mile service by 
assisting a student with autism at Thomson 
East Coast Line Woodlands MRT Station in 
June 2021. Through his initial interaction 
with the student who appeared confused, Mr 
Muliady recognised that he was on the autism 
spectrum.

The student had lost his way to school and was 
unable to explain where he intended to go. Mr 
Muliady handled the situation with exceptional 
care and tact. With the student’s permission, 
he checked his bag for identification and found 
the school details. He quickly contacted the 
school and informed the teacher, Ms Rathi, 
that he would personally send the student to 
school.

Muliady Bin Abdul Latiff

Mr Muliady offered him a drink to gain his trust 
and reassured him that he would accompany 
him on the train ride to school. When they 
reached the school, Ms Rathi was very grateful 
for the compassion and kindness shown to her 
student.

In another incident, Mr Muliady assisted an 
elderly commuter who had lost her Pioneer 
Generation card. Her helped her to remain 
calm and used his personal mobile phone to 
call the customer service hotline to lodge a 
report. He took the initiative to clearly explain 
the process to her – that her card would be 
blocked, and a replacement card would be 
delivered to her home within 3 weeks.

Mr Muliady possesses an innate passion for 
serving and delighting passengers from all 
walks of life! 

STATION MANAGER,
SMRT TRAINS LTD
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Mr Teh is committed to providing selfless 
service to commuters.

He was off duty in August 2020 when this 
incident occured. Mr Teh was with his 
colleague at a traffic junction near the Toa 
Payoh MRT Station when he witnessed the fall 
of an elderly man. Seeing that the man was 
unable to stand, Mr Teh and his colleague 
rushed to the scene to help as first-aiders.
Apart from administering first aid, he provided 
emotional support to the elderly man and 
his wife. Mr Teh also acted fast by calling for 
an ambulance and informing the couple’s 
daughter. Until the paramedics’ arrival, the 
caring Mr Teh ensured the elderly man’s 
comfort by letting him lean against his leg.

Once the paramedics arrived, he provided 
clear details of the incident and injuries. A 
week later, Mr Teh checked on the well-being 
of the elderly man.

Teh Choon Chai

On another occasion at Toa Payoh MRT station, 
Mr Teh noticed a lady pushing an elderly on a 
wheelchair. Heavy grocery bags hung on the 
wheelchair, and it was obvious that the lady 
was having trouble manoeuvring it as a result. 
He also sensed they were unsure of how to get 
to the platform, so he approached them and 
guided them towards the lift. Once the train 
arrived push the wheelchair on board safely. 
He also ensured that a colleague would wait at 
their destination station to assist further.

Mr Teh’s actions are driven by his unrivalled 
sincerity and compassion, and this touches the 
hearts of his commuters.

STATION MANAGER,
SMRT TRAINS LTD
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A kind and compassionate gesture towards 
someone in need can brighten anyone’s 
day. Chan Bo Hao is highly regarded by 
commuters for his caring nature and passion 
to serve, especially with elderly commuters.

In December 2020, Ms Angie expressed her 
gratitude after witnessing Mr Chan go the 
extra mile for a commuter. When his bus 
arrived at the bus stop, Mr Chan assisted an 
elderly male commuter with weak eyesight 
and a walking aid to alight from the bus and 
cross the road. His care and concern did not 
end there. As there were other commuters 
still on-board and Mr Chan had to carry on 
with his bus service, he approached a passer-
by and requested him to support the elderly 
commuter to reach his destination safely.

By being vigilant to their needs, Mr Chan has 
helped instill a sense of confidence in our 
elderly who commute on public transport.

Chan Bo Hao

Another commuter, Mr Edmund, shared an 
account of his heartwarming experience when 
he and his elderly mother boarded Mr Chan’s 
bus service. Although it was the peak hour 
period, the bus captain still took the initiative 
to find a seat for the elderly lady and ensured 
she was seated safely before 
driving off.

Mr Chan also helps elderly commuters carry 
their heavy shopping trolleys on and off the 
bus, making their commute safe and 
hassle-free.

Mr Chan displays a patient and thoughtful 
attitude, setting a commendable example for 
all public transport workers.

BUS CAPTAIN,
SMRT BUSES LTD
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A little spark of kindness can put a colossal 
burst of sunshine into someone’s day.

When a commuter fell while alighting from the 
bus service 975 that Mr Kesavan was driving in 
April 2021, the bus captain immediately went 
to help him and check for possible injuries. 
The commuter declined medical assistance 
and assured Mr Kesavan that he was alright. 
Mr Kesavan assisted the commuter to the bus 
stop’s seat and reported the incident to the 
Operations Control Centre.

Mr Kesavan continued to look out for the 
commuter half an hour later, when he was 
travelling back in the opposite direction. 
Noticing the commuter was still at the bus 
stop, he stopped the bus and approached the 
commuter to coax him into agreeing to have 
paramedics attend to him. He accompanied 
him until the paramedics arrived. Mr Kesavan’s 
observant and caring nature was paramount in 
ensuring his commuter’s safety.

Kesavan S/O Krishnan

In another incident, commuter Ms Mei Fong 
shared how she enjoyed a “wonderful Saturday 
morning” after experiencing Mr Kesavan’s 
kindness and thoughtfulness. As she was 
boarding Service 979, she realised she had 
forgotten to wear a mask and quickly turned to 
alight so that she could rush home to get one. 
However, Mr Kesavan called her back to offer 
his own spare mask. The kind gesture made 
her day and helped her make it on time for her 
appointment.

Commuters’ appreciation of Mr Kesavan’s 
actions are the perfect example of how a little 
kindness goes a long way.

BUS CAPTAIN,
SMRT BUSES LTD
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Ms Zhao is ever ready to extend a helping 
hand to both her commuters and colleagues.

In March 2021, she noticed a fellow bus captain 
who was feeling unwell, and was trembling 
uncontrollably causing him to walk with 
difficulty. She knew at once these could be 
symptoms of a stroke and asked his colleagues 
to activate an ambulance immediately. Ms 
Zhao stayed by Mr Zhang’s side until the 
paramedics arrived and comforted him.

Later, the doctor who attended to him said 
the fellow bus captain was lucky to receive 
treatment promptly and that Ms Zhao’s 
vigilance and first-aid knowledge helped to 
save his life.

Zhao Lili

In another incident, Ms Zhao showed her 
thoughtfulness and kindness, offering her own 
spare mask to a commuter who had forgotten 
to wear one.

The grateful commuter said Ms Zhao’s gesture 
spared her the inconvenience of having to 
return home to get a mask and brightened her 
day. 

BUS CAPTAIN,
SMRT BUSES LTD
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As part of the Strides Automotive Services 
team, Mr Yeo manages partner relationships 
with government officials, stakeholders, 
and contractors. He consistently delivers 
exceptional service with a strong focus on 
completing projects in a timely and efficient 
manner. He is a key liaison for the Ministry 
of Home Affairs (MHA) vehicle maintenance 
project and his extra-mile efforts were greatly 
appreciated during an incident in September 
2020.

Although Mr Yeo was on leave, he responded 
swiftly to a maintenance issue reported by his 
MHA counterpart on a vehicle required for 
official use on the same day. Understanding the 
urgency and empathising with his counterpart’s 
need for the vehicle to be in good condition, 
Mr Yeo personally went to check on the vehicle 
and managed to carry out the repair work with 
the tools he had. 

Jasen Yeo

His counterpart was impressed with Mr Yeo’s 
dedication even while on leave, and was 
extremely grateful for the kind help rendered.

In February 2021, Mr Yeo again took the 
initiative to assist another MHA counterpart 
with a maintenance project. His counterpart 
shared the concerns they faced with the 
project, including a tight deadline. Since Mr 
Yeo was familiar with the maintenance issues, 
he played a consultative role by providing 
advice on how to rectify them, conducting 
checks on-site and ensuring timely completion 
of the project.

An individual who prioritises the team before 
self deserves utmost appreciation and Mr Yeo 
is one such individual.

WORKSHOP MANAGER, FLEET MAINTENANCE
STRIDES AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES PTE LTD
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Mr Patrick’s caring nature is what drives him to 
help others, especially in an emergency.

In March 2021, Mr Tan and his team were 
activated to manage the crowd at Newton 
MRT Station during a morning peak-hour train 
service disruption. At the bus stop, he was 
extremely attentive to the needs of commuters 
in wheelchairs. Each time he came across 
wheelchair-bound commuters, he lowered the 
ramp on the bus, pushed up the wheelchairs 
users carefully, and ensured they were safely 
secured in the designated bay before the bus 
moved off. His actions helped not only the 
wheelchair users but also the bus captains who 
were busy attending to other matters during 
the bus bridging operations.

Tan Wei Teck, Patrick

Mr Tan also patiently guided commuters who 
required directions or other assistance, which 
was reassuring for those who felt anxious due 
to the disruption. Appreciative commuters 
praised him for his help.

On another occasion, Mr Patrick also went the 
extra mile to accompany his colleague, Mr 
Lim, to visit a doctor. A blood vessel had burst 
in Mr Lim’s eye, impairing his vision. After the 
consultation at the doctor’s, Mr Tan ferried the 
colleague home.

Mr Tan’s kindness shines through his actions 
and he is greatly appreciated by everyone 
around him.

SENIOR SUPERVISOR, CLAIMS
STRIDES AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES PTE LTD
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Mr Tan was driving out of Sentosa after his 
work at the Strides Workshop one December 
afternoon when he noticed a car parked by 
the side of the road with its bonnet open. The 
owner who was inspecting the vehicle closely 
was to be Mr Tan’s customer, Mr Henry.

Upon approaching him, Mr Tan learnt that the 
car could not start and Mr Henry was running 
late for a meeting. He immediately offered his 
help to check the vehicle - he realised that the 
auxiliary battery had run flat. He drove back 
to the workshop to obtain and the necessary 
tools to rectify the issue and conduct a quick 
diagnostic check to confirm that the vehicle 
was in good condition.

Tan Yuwei

Mr Tan also assisted another customer, Mr 
Hamid, who had brought his vehicle for 
maintenance to the Strides Workshop in 
February 2021. As Mr Hamid was leaving, he 
realised he had forgotten his wallet and mobile 
phone in his office.

Understanding his predicament, Mr Tan 
willingly offered Mr Hamid a ride back to his 
office. His kindness did not end there – he also 
waited for Mr Hamid to collect his items and 
drove him to his next appointment.

Both customers were very grateful for Mr Tan’s 
concern and efforts in going the extra mile and 
lending a helping hand.

MANAGER, FLEET MAINTENANCE,
STRIDES AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES PTE LTD
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Mr Tan’s selfless and kind behaviour towards 
a passenger has developed into a meaningful 
special bond.

The first time he ferried the elderly passenger, 
Mr Lim, to a polyclinic, the passenger 
asked if Mr Tan could accompany him to 
his appointment. The good-natured Mr Tan 
agreed and since then, has been following 
Mr Lim to his medical appointments regularly 
especially because he travels alone and has 
difficulty walking. Mr Tan also serves as Mr 
Lim’s interpreter as he communicates mainly 
in Hokkien.

Mr Tan’s extra-mile service extends beyond 
providing transport services. He also assists 
the elderly man with running errands, such as 
getting a haircut, shopping for groceries, or 
delivering his favourite food.

Tan Lai Hock

On one occasion, Mr Lim requested for 
assistance to replace a broken lightbulb and 
Mr Tan rushed down immediately. He even 
went out of his way to look for the light bulb 
which was an old model and not easily found 
in most shops. Mr Tan took the initiative to 
call Town Council and requested for the bulb 
fixture to be updated to a more recent model 
so that it would be easier to change in future.

His gracious and compassionate attitude 
towards helping Mr Lim truly displays his 
sincerity and service from the heart. 

TAXI DRIVER,
STRIDES TAXI PTE LTD
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Bus Captain Mr Soh Gen Fong has always 
been known for his kindness. While he was on 
duty one day, he noticed an elderly, visually 
impaired lady wandering near the road for 
some time. Concerned for her safety, Mr 
Gen Fong sought the understanding of the 
passengers onboard his bus so he could help 
her. He then alighted from the bus, introduced 
himself to the elderly and assisted her to cross 
the road. This heart-warming incident caught 
the attention of a passenger on board his bus 
who wrote in to compliment him for his 
kind act.

Mr Gen Fong also has a reputation for being 
friendly and customer centric. He would never 
fail to greet his passengers and is consistently 
on the lookout for vulnerable passengers. 
He would always ensure that vulnerable 
passengers are seated before he drives off.

Song Gen Fong

These incidents clearly demonstrate that 
Mr Gen Fong always puts himself in his 
passenger’s shoes to understand their needs 
when serving them. Mr Gen Fong’s excellent 
customer service and kindness has earned him 
compliments from his passengers. 

BUS CAPTAIN,
TOWER TRANSIT SINGAPORE
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Bus Captain Mr Kalidass is always willing 
to go above and beyond the call of duty to 
provide excellent service to both passengers 
and strangers alike. Once, he saw a laptop on 
a bench at a bus stop while he was on duty. 
Knowing that the owner must have been very 
anxious, he alighted from the bus and picked 
up the laptop. Thinking that it may belong to a 
passenger on board his bus, he openly asked 
around but no one claimed the item. Instead 
of handing the item to the police, Mr Kalidass 
thought of a different way to manage the item. 
After finding out the name of the owner from 
the login screen, he left a note on a pole at the 
bus stop during his next trip. Fortunately, the 
owner saw the note and got in touch with Mr 
Kalidass to retrieve the laptop. They met at the 
interchange during his break time. The owner 
of the laptop wanted to give him a 
cash reward. 

Kalidass S/O Savrimuthoo

However, Mr Kalidass refused and said that he 
only wanted to help and was not expecting 
anything in return. Mr Kalidass didn’t have to 
help as the item was not on his bus but he 
helped anyway, just so that he could make 
someone’s day. This self-initiated act of 
kindness saved the commuter from the anxiety 
of losing her laptop and the hassle that was to 
come should the item really go missing.

Mr Kalidass treats his passengers with the 
highest level of care. He has received several 
compliments for his great customer service 
attitude and kind nature. 

BUS CAPTAIN,
TOWER TRANSIT SINGAPORE
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“I didn’t expect the little things I do will make 
a difference but I’m glad they did. And I’m 
happy that I can make someone else happy 
too. It’s not a lot of money after all.”

Last March, Ms Cheng Yu Xuan visited the 
TransitLink Concession Card Replacement 
Office (CCRO) at Hougang Bus Interchange 
to replace her younger sister’s damaged 
concession card. Parames, who was on 
duty that day, informed Ms Cheng that the 
replacement fee was $8.10. As Ms Cheng 
was not aware that she had to pay for a 
replacement card, she did not bring enough 
cash with her. When Ms Cheng told Ms 
Parames about it and asked for the location of 
the nearest ATM, Ms Parames offered to top 
up the balance for her. 

Parameswari Silakumaran

She did not ask Ms Cheng for any form of 
repayment, and even declined Ms Cheng’s 
offer to return her the money via PayNow 
and a $5 NTUC Fairprice voucher. Ms Cheng 
commented that this small act of kindness 
really reflected Ms Parames as a generous and 
kind-hearted person.

On a separate occasion, another customer, Ms 
Rukhsana Begum, visited the same CCRO to 
top up her concession card. It was only when 
Ms Begum got to the CCRO that she realised 
that she did not bring enough money for 
the top-up. Without hesitation, Ms Parames 
helped Ms Begum to top up her card with $10 
from her own pocket. Ms Begum was thankful 
for Ms Parames’ selflessness and willingness to 
go beyond her duty to help her.

CUSTOMER SERVICE OFFICER,
TRANSIT LINK PTE LTD
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“It makes me happy being able to help 
others. It doesn’t matter who they are. Being 
able to resolve their issues and seeing them 
happy give me a sense of achievement.”

After witnessing Ms Azimah help a visually-
impaired uncle with his lost card replacement 
at the TransitLink Concession Card 
Replacement Office (CCRO) at Hougang Bus 
Interchange last August, Ms Michelle Lim wrote 
in to compliment her. Ms Lim commented 
that Ms Azimah handled the whole situation 
very professionally and was sensitive to the 
needs of that customer. Ms Azimah also got 
out of the CCRO to explain to the uncle all the 
transactions that she had done for him so that 
he could set his mind at ease. Ms Azimah even 
went out of her way to accompany the visually-
impaired uncle to board the bus. Ms Lim said 
Ms Azimah is truly one of the best frontline 
staff that she has met so far.

Siti Nur Azimah 
Binte Edris

Another customer visited the same CCRO to 
enquire about the Adult Monthly Travel Card 
(AMTC) and lost card replacement process 
in June last year. Although he did not make 
any transaction eventually, he was pleasantly 
surprised that Ms Azimah was very patient 
and explained the whole application process 
thoroughly. Going the extra mile, Ms Azimah 
also showed him how to apply for the AMTC 
using the TL SimplyGo app and suggested 
that he could also register his travel card in 
the relevant mobile app to prevent any loss of 
monetary value if he misplaces his card in 
the future.

CUSTOMER SERVICE OFFICER,
TRANSIT LINK PTE LTD
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“I just want to help whenever I can. I never 
expected to be recognised for it, but I am 
happy to know that I am able to make a 
positive impact in other people’s lives.”

Mr Chin Kwek Chong is an 80-odd-year-
old senior with dementia. He frequents 
the TransitLink Ticket Office at Bedok Bus 
Interchange and has been served by Ms 
Susanty on numerous occasions. Due to his 
condition, he is unable to speak English or any 
dialect. Hence, determining what he wanted 
was an uphill task every time he visited the 
Ticket Office. Ms Susanty was determined 
not to let this challenge stand in her way of 
helping Mr Chin. She tried to get creative in 
communicating with him by using visual cues, 
gestures and written notes. Gradually, she 
was able to identify his purpose for visiting 
the Ticket Office and, knowing his condition, 
would tend to look out for him.

Susanty Binte Yaakop

Ms Sandra Ou approached the Ticket Office 
last September, worried and anxious, as she 
had lost her concession card. Seeing how 
flustered Ms Sandra was, Ms Susanty tried 
to calm her down with her pleasant and 
patient disposition. Step by step, Ms Susanty 
taught Ms Ou how to file a loss report for her 
concession card to prevent misuse, and to 
replace a new concession card on the spot 
using the TransitLink Kiosk. Ms Ou thanked 
Ms Susanty for helping to resolve her issue 
efficiently, and praised her for her compassion 
towards customers and excellent service.

CUSTOMER SERVICE OFFICER,
TRANSIT LINK PTE LTD
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“Putting myself in others’ shoes helps me 
recognise what they are going through and 
how best I can help. I don’t need anything 
in return, but a simple thank you or a smile 
would be nice.”

Ms Siti Rohani’s daughter misplaced her 
wallet in Boon Lay Bus Interchange last May. A 
member of the public found the lost wallet and 
returned it to the TransitLink Ticket Office on 
the same day. The wallet contained important 
documents such as the NRIC and School 
Smartcard, as well as $70 worth of cash. Putting 
herself in the owner’s shoes, Ms Zubaidah knew 
she had to get the wallet back to the owner 
soonest possible. Hence, even though it was 
after her working hours, she made a trip down 
personally to Ms Siti’s house and returned 
the wallet. Ms Siti greatly appreciated Ms 
Zubaidah’s honesty and willingness to go the 
extra mile to help total strangers. 

Zubaidah Bte Ebrahim

Ms Nur Farhana needed to replace her lost 
School Smartcard urgently last February as 
it was her only travel card. Feeling lost and 
anxious, she approached Ms Zubaidah for 
assistance at the Ticket Office. Ms Zubaidah 
advised her to replace her concession card at 
the TransitLink Kiosk as it would be cheaper, 
but Ms Nur only had cash on hand. Without 
hesitation, Ms Zubaidah stepped out of her 
office and offered to use her own ATM card to 
help Ms Nur pay for the replacement fee at 
the kiosk. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE OFFICER,
TRANSIT LINK PTE LTD
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Empathy for others goes a long way in 
consistently providing top-tier customer 
service.

Since his early days as a private-hire driver, 
Mr Desmond Thio has always given back to 
society by providing cash discounts to the 
elderly, pregnant, or disabled passengers. 
Despite the challenges imposed by 
COVID-19 on his earnings, he continues 
to give without expectations to provide 
additional support for the more vulnerable in 
the society.

One passenger shared how surprised they 
were to find out that Mr Thio had given 
their mother $5 in cash as a ride discount 
despite having made payment via credit card. 
Knowing the difficulties that driver-partners 
face in the current uncertain climate, the 
passenger was touched, and even wanted to 
return the amount to him.

Desmond Thio

His gestures of unexpected kindness have 
been appreciated by countless passengers 
who have written reviews thanking him for his 
excellent service.

Driven by his desire to help the more 
vulnerable in society, Mr Thio strives 
to provide a positive experience for all 
passengers and continues to inspire others 
around him with his generosity.

DRIVER-PARTNER,
GOJEK SINGAPORE
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With someone as thoughtful and dedicated 
as Mr Teow Chon Heong at the wheel, 
passengers can rest easy knowing that they 
have a smooth journey ahead.

Mr Teow’s passion and determination towards 
providing exceptional customer service is 
evident in the number of passengers who 
have witnessed him going the extra mile.

One passenger recounted a trip with Mr Teow 
in April 2021, when she accidentally left her 
belongings behind in the car after her trip. 
This consisted of important items such as her 
medications and her father’s medical report, 
causing much anxiety as she was worried 
about how she would be able to get them 
back. Thankfully, even though the location 
was out of the way for him, Mr Teow took the 
time and effort to pass the items back to the 
passenger - putting her worries to rest.

Teow Chon Heong

Another passenger shared how Mr Teow 
demonstrated five-star service by taking the 
time to assist his wheelchair-bound mother 
into and out of the vehicle - a thoughtful 
act of kindness that went a long way in 
making the journey a fuss-free one for the 
elderly passenger.

His acts of care and compassion have 
not gone unnoticed, and are deeply 
appreciated by his passengers.

DRIVER-PARTNER,
GOJEK SINGAPORE
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Have you ever taken a ride on a ‘minimart 
on wheels’? If you have, you are most likely 
to have taken one serviced by Grab driver-
partner, Mr Pang Tze Wei.

Mr Pang is currently a five-star driver - as rated 
by his passengers -  on the Grab platform. 
Apart from delivering great service through 
areas such as ensuring a clean vehicle, having 
a friendly attitude, driving smoothly and more, 
Mr Pang has also gone above and beyond.

He wants to ensure that all of his passengers 
can feel comfortable and relaxed throughout 
the ride, regardless how long the trip is. Based 
on past conversations and experiences with 
his passengers, he realised that the provision 
of certain items such as candies, packet drinks, 
and charging cables can really light up their 
busy day. He has since expanded these items 
to include hygiene products such as wet tissue 
and hand sanitizers to cater to different needs 
of his passengers.

Pang Tze Wei

“Is there a catch”? One may wonder.
For Mr Pang, he doesn’t charge an additional 
fee for providing these items nor expects 
anything in return. He believes that every little 
effort counts, and that we can all contribute 
towards making the world a happier and more 
beautiful place.

As a keen observer, he has also often taken 
his service up a notch. A passenger feedback 
positively on his caring attitude when Mr Pangi 
noticed that he was sick. He kindly offered 
him some ginger water, turned up the air 
conditioning, and even offered him a personal 
fare after realising that the passenger was just 
a student.
It’s not every day that you come across a driver 
with such a good attitude.

When asked, he provided a simple explanation 
for why he is the way he is. “If you can treat 
your family members well, why can’t you treat 
your passengers the same?”

DRIVER-PARTNER,
GRAB SINGAPORE
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Judging others’ feelings by one’s own is one 
of the many mottos Mr Jason lives by, which 
clearly reflected in his work, as two of Mr 
Jason’s customers recalled his thoughtful and 
memorable acts that left them grateful. 

A customer recalled her journey with Mr Jason 
and praised him as a very kind and empathetic 
driver. “I accidentally dropped my headphones 
on Mr Jason’s car. He was kind enough to go 
an extra mile to return the phone back to my 
destination immediately.

Mr Jason had even rejected my “reward” 
as he told me he did it out of good will. He 
also made sure that I did not miss any calls 
as he was worried that I might have missed 
something important.

Jason Chia

Another passenger also shared an incident 
where her child who had motion sickness 
vomited in his well kept car. “Mr Jason did 
not blame us or asked for any compensation. 
Instead, he was very understanding. He 
comforted my son by offering him wet 
tissues, and assured him that everything 
is fine.  ‘Sometimes, things are out of our 
control, and we cannot blame anyone’ was 
what he told me.”

Talking about the secret of being a happy 
driver, Mr Jason shared, “It is just like how an 
understanding, cheerful passenger will make 
my day. I want to be that happy driver who 
makes someone else’s day too!”

DRIVER-PARTNER,
TADA SINGAPORE
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“A little kindness goes a long way, I just want 
my riders to have a happy journey.”
Mr Teo has definitely touched the hearts of 
many customers. One customer recalled a 
heartwarming incident while commuting in 
his car.

It was raining very heavily that day. I was 
travelling with my mother and son after 
doing some shopping. We did not bring 
any umbrellas so I decided to book a TADA 
ride. I am so grateful to Mr Teo, who went 
an extra mile to take care of my mother’s 
inconvenience as he saw her holding a 
walking stick.

There were no shelters at my block so he 
drove us to the nearest shelter, and offered 
us umbrellas. He told me “You can have the 
umbrellas, no need to return”

Teo Chew Song

“I always try to provide good service to my 
passengers aboard,” Mr Teo said. “From road 
traffic to weather conditions or any unforeseen 
circumstance, when you are driving on the 
road, a lot of things could spoil your day. I 
always remind myself to stay positive and don’t 
take everything too seriously.”

In Mr Teo’s words, if both drivers and riders 
can put themselves in each other’s shoes, 
developing more empathy towards each other, 
a 20-minute car ride would be more enjoyable 
for everyone.

DRIVER-PARTNER,
TADA SINGAPORE
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INTRODUCTION

The Caring Commuter Award recognises 
public transport commuters who have 
demonstrated acts of care to others in need 
during their daily commute.

The 2021 Caring Commuter Award is jointly 
launched by the Caring SG Commuters 
Committee and the Singapore Kindness 
Movement, and is also part of the Caring 
SG Commuters Movement.

About The 
Caring Commuter Award
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Ms Anju, Ms Lourdes and Ms Bermoy had 
knocked off from work and were on their way 
to take the train at NE17 Punggol Station, 
when they saw an elderly man who was 
bleeding and lying on the floor. 

Ms Anju rushed over without hesitation to 
check his breathing and pulse. She realised 
that his breathing was weak and she was 
unable to feel a pulse. Ms Anju immediately 
started performing CPR on the elderly man, 
whilst Ms Bermoy called for an ambulance. Ms 
Lourdes attended to the elderly man’s wounds, 
applying pressure to stop the bleeding with 
the emergency kit provided by station staff.

Ms Ariane 
Quimno Bermoy

Ms Pillai Anju

Ms Tayag 
Lourdes Arlos

NURSE

NURSE

NURSE

Outstanding 
Award

The station staff then took over CPR. Though 
Ms Anju was exhausted after performing 
CPR for about eight minutes, she refused to 
rest and started checking the man’s pulse 
instead. Fortunately, the man’s pulse was back, 
although he was still unconscious. 

The trio only left after ensuring that the elderly 
man was in good hands when SCDF arrived to 
assist the man.
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On 2 June 2021, Mr Tay Jun Jie was on the 
train towards Joo Koon MRT station when he 
assisted an elderly man with dementia to get 
home safely.  

The elderly man had forgotten his way home 
after visiting a barber at Holland Close.  
Fortunately, he remembered his son’s (Mr 
Derrick Khoo) name and mobile number and 
Mr Tay took the initiative to call Mr Khoo.  Mr 
Tay also proactively took a selfie with the 
elderly man and sent the photo to Mr Khoo via 
WhatsApp to confirm his father’s identity and 
to assure him that it was not a scam call.

Mr Tay Jun Jie
ACCOUNTANT

Commendation 
Award

However, Mr Tay realised that Mr Khoo was 
not at home and kindly offered to arrange 
a Grab ride for the senior Mr Khoo to get 
home.  Mr Tay also kept in touch with Mr Khoo 
via a WhatsApp video call all the way to the  
pick-up point, and informed the Grab driver 
of the elderly man’s dementia so that the 
driver can provide assistance if required.  He 
also provided Mr Khoo with the car’s Vehicle 
Registration Number and ride details, so that 
the latter could arrange for his mother to wait 
at the destination for her husband.  Mr Tay 
even paid for the elderly’s ride home!
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Mr Thirunavukkarasu 
Srinivasan
HEALTHCARE ASSISTANT

Initially, Mr Thiru had difficulties trying to push 
the wheelchair from inside the train carriage 
as it was too heavy.  He then exited the train 
and tried to pull the wheelchair while on the 
platform.  Just as the train door was about to 
close, Mr Thiru managed to free the wheelchair 
from the gap.  Mr Thiru then guided the 
elderly man to the lift, before proceeding to 
inform station staff of the incident and to seek 
assistance to retrieve his belongings which 
were left in the train when he rushed to help 
the elderly commuter.  Shortly after, Mr Thiru 
was able to retrieve all his belongings, thanks 
to another caring commuter (identity unknown) 
who had returned them to station staff.     

On the morning of 10 August 2021, Mr 
Thirunavukkarasu Srinivasan (Mr Thiru) was 
on his way home when he assisted an elderly 
man whose wheelchair got stuck in the gap 
between the train and the platform.

Mr Thiru had finished his night shift and was 
travelling home.  When the train stopped at 
Lavender MRT station, he noticed a woman 
assisting an elderly man on an electric 
wheelchair to disembark the train.  Realising 
that the wheelchair got stuck in the gap and 
that the woman had difficulties assisting the 
elderly man, Mr Thiru got out of his seat 
immediately to provide assistance.
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On the evening of 18 July 2021, Mr Ivan Lam 
was on his way to church when he assisted a 
male commuter with special needs, who had 
appeared unwell and was vomiting at the Exit 
A bus stop outside Queenstown MRT station.

Mr Lam and his wife were on their way from 
home to church to volunteer for a programme.  
As the bus they were on was departing the 
bus stop outside Queenstown MRT station, Mr 
Lam noticed a commuter who was sleeping 
and covered in vomit.  Mr Lam suggested that 
his wife proceed with the journey while he 
alighted at the next stop to take a bus back to 
check on the commuter who was unwell.  Upon 
his return, Mr Lam noticed that others were 
staying away from the unwell commuter.  Mr 
Lam approached the commuter and gave him 
tissues to dry himself and a new mask as the 
one he had was soiled, while asking him for his 
name and where he intended to go.

Mr Ivan Lam
SOCIAL WORKER

Noticing that the commuter was still vomiting 
and that he could be waiting for a bus service 
at the wrong stop, Mr Lam decided to 
approach staff at the Queenstown MRT control 
station for assistance.  On the staff’s advice, 
Mr Lam called an ambulance immediately.  
The staff also accompanied Mr Lam to check 
on the commuter and brought along gloves, 
wet wipes and masks.  Together with the 
staff, Mr Lam helped clean up the commuter 
and calmed him down while waiting for the 
ambulance to arrive.  Mr Lam only left after the 
paramedics had arrived and he had provided 
them with the details of what had taken place, 
so that they could assist the commuter.
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On 25 March 2021, Mr Marcus Teo was on 
the train home when he assisted a male 
commuter who had fainted. 

Mr Teo was on his way home when a 
commuter standing in front of him fainted 
and fell face forward, just as the train was 
approaching Newton DTL station. As part of 
the CPR protocol he had learnt previously, Mr 
Teo stepped forward immediately to check 
the commuter’s airway and breathing. 

After ensuring that the unconscious commuter 
was alive, Mr Teo placed him in the recovery 
position to keep his airway open and 
proceeded to check if the commuter had 
suffered any injury. As the commuter had  
sustained a gash on his chin during the fall, Mr 
Teo applied pressure on the wound to stem 
the bleeding.  He stayed with the commuter 
till the station staff and SCDF arrived to take 
over the situation and convey the commuter 
to the hospital.

Mr Marcus Teo
INVESTMENT MANAGER

Following the event, Mr Teo has been keeping 
in touch with the commuter and understands 
that while stitches were required, the 
commuter has since fully recovered.
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CARING COMMUTER WEEK

The Caring SG Commuters Committee  
was set up in January 2020 to guide multi-
agency efforts to develop a socially inclusive 
public transport commuting culture where 
commuters feel that they have a stake in 
the public transport system, accept diversity 
among fellow commuters and actively offer 
assistance to those in need. The Committee 
comprises key industry players, as well as 
various ministries and agencies.

As part of the Committee’s efforts, we are 
building a group of Caring Commuter 
Champions - a volunteer programme where 
the Champions will go through a virtual 
training programme to learn how to assist 
commuters of various needs.

After training is completed, the Champions 
will receive updates about Caring SG 
activities which they can volunteer for. We 
hope that with the training, Champions will 
be able to help fellow commuters during their 
daily commute.

We have also co-created a set of Four Caring 
Norms with our commuters via focus group 
discussions and the “Be That Special Someone 
Today” Webinar 2020. A little care can go a 
long way. Practise these simple acts to brighten 
up your fellow commuters’ day.

https://go.gov.sg/
caringcommuterchampion

Caring Commuter 
Week 2021

SIGN UP NOW!
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https://go.gov.sg/
caringreport21

https://go.gov.sg/
caringcommutingweek

The inaugural Caring Commuting Week 
2021 takes place from 27 Nov to 5 Dec 2021. 
It aims to generate greater awareness and 
practice of the Four Caring Norms and inspire 
more people to sign up as Caring Commuter 
Champions. The Transport Gold Awards on 1 
Dec 2021 is an opportunity for us to recognise 
our Public Transport Operators’ employees 
and Caring Commuter Award winners as key 
members of our community. We hope this 
inspires more people to contribute to our 
caring commuting culture. Scan the QR code 
to find out more about the activities closer to 
the event.

We have also released the Caring Commuter 
Report, documenting the Committee’s efforts 
in engaging the community over the past year. 

You may access the report here.
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DR WILLIAM WAN
General Secretary, 
Singapore Kindness Movement

MS HENG JU-LI
Senior Director, 
Insights and Advisory, 
Public Transport Council

MS JEAN SEE
NTUC U FSE and 
Executive Secretary, 
National Private Hire 
Vehicles Association (NPHVA)

MR JIMMY LAW
Commanding Officer, 
Road Safety Branch
Traffic Police

MR MUHAMMAD NABIL 
NOOR MOHAMED
Member, 
SKM Council

MS JOYCE TAY
Director, 
Public Transport 
Promotion & Ticketing, 
Land Transport Authority

Thank you for going beyond the 
expected to do the respected. By 
turning your job into a calling, you help 
us create a better world. You also inspire 
us to be a better version of ourselves. 
The kinder you makes a stronger us!

Congratulations to all our recipients! 
Your caring actions have warmed our 
hearts, and serve as an inspiration to 
all of us!

Thank you for having the courage to 
step forward and make a difference. 
Together, we can be greater.

Congratulations to all recipients! You are 
not only role models of your respective 
fields, you have also went above and 
beyond to make the journeys of our 
commuters safe. Thank you for inspiring 
all of us to build a safer and more gracious 
community!

We appreciate everything that you 
have done over the past year despite 
the challenging times. I know you 
spend long hours, attend to the various 
needs of the passengers, and strive to 
maintain your professionalism. Thank 
you for your dedication and going the 
extra mile in serving the commuters. 
We are proud to have you join us in 
creating a more kind and gracious 
society in Singapore. Congratulations 
on your achievement!

Congratulations to all award recipients! 
It has been a tough year, but you have 
continued to persevere and provide an 
exceptional service to commuters. For 
that, I am grateful and I thank you for 
your act of kindness that has brought a 
SMILE to everyone’s ride!

Congratulations
from our esteemed judges

“

“

“
“

“

“



MS JEAN SEE
NTUC U FSE and 
Executive Secretary, 
National Private Hire 
Vehicles Association (NPHVA)

MS JOYCE TAY
Director, 
Public Transport 
Promotion & Ticketing, 
Land Transport Authority
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COMFORTDELGRO CORPORATION LIMITED

GO AHEAD SINGAPORE PTE LTD

GOJEK SINGAPORE

GRAB SINGAPORE

LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT

PUBLIC TRANSPORT COUNCIL

RYDE TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD

SINGAPORE SCHOOL & PRIVATE HIRE BUS OWNERS’ 

ASSOCIATION

SMRT CORPORATION LTD

TADA SINGAPORE 

TOWER TRANSIT SINGAPORE PTE LTD

TRAFFIC POLICE

TRANSIT LINK PTE LTD

Special Thanks To 
Our Partners
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MOTHER TERESA

The fruit 
of love 
is service, 
which is 
compassion 
in action.

“


